
Conversational AI
Build easy and automate maintenance using

DocBrain

https://enterprisebot.ai/


How did Bot Building begin?
Initially, bots were built using a ‘Flow-based’ technique, where the entire flow of the conversation had to 
be designed till the last detail. These Bots were simplistic in nature and functioned merely as FAQ bots.

The Technology evolved to meet the 
growing demands
To help respond to more complex queries, users began to employ ‘Intent-based’ chatbots.
 
Here, the Bots relied on a repository of pre-coded ‘intents’ that acted as triggers to deliver the most 
accurate response for requests or queries. 

As the usage of these bots grew, so did the 
complexities that came with it: 

Required the user to create complex flows

Needed technicals skills to edit the flows

Regular high-effort maintenance to stay 
updated

Weather

Intents

Reply Process flow/Connect API

Suggestion

Entities

Triggers 5 triggers

Parameters 12 Parameters

Responses 10 Responses

Overview

As the Bots became sophisticated, so did 
the effort that went into it.

Required an exhaustive repository

Users had to manually enter thousands of 
responses

Repeated training and testing
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It’s time for another revolution in bot building 

We wanted to change this. 
Bot building should be easy

Increased costs Significant resource drain High-maintenance 
to stay updated

So, we put together the brightest minds in the AI space 
and came up with our revolutionary solution:

With DocBrain, you can now build your chatbot in a day and 
update or maintain the knowledge base automatically without 

using up your resources. 

DocBrain
By Enterprise Bot

That is fuelled by a need to solve the problems of today’s current bot building methods:



Step 1

Here’s how it gets easier for you  
With DocBrain, all it takes to build a fully-functional chatbot is 3 simple steps. 

Enter the Website URL

Step 2
Wait just 24hrs for the AI-parser to 
extract relevant data and your 
chatbot is now ready.

Step 3
Drag and drop your backend APIs to automate 
critical intent-oriented actions.

Your intelligent virtual assistant 
is now aligned to your goals 
and demands.

Step 4
Use your website as a content 
repository that automatically 
updates conversational content.
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Virtual
AssistantWebsite

Updated



Does this radically improve the way you 
build and manage your bots?
Yes. How? Because you no longer have to maintain multiple content repositories. 

Here’s why: The updates made on your website content will be automatically fetched and 
updated in your virtual assistant by DocBrain. 

In other words, we have eliminated a problematic complexity from both your Bot building process 
and it’s tedious maintenance. 

Let’s Get Started

Faster And Cheaper

10X

Enterprise Grade Integrations
 to connect the AI with Process 

Automation

>500

Automation for Content 
Updation and Maintenance

100%

Frictionless 
Implementation

Re-purpose website as 
your Knowledge Base

DocBrain
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Interested in similar benefits for your organization?

Get a demo now

Our proud partners Our happy customers

DocBrain
With 

Build Easy Realise ROI from Day 1 Stay agile

https://enterprisebot.ai/contact/
https://enterprisebot.ai/
mailto:contact@enterprisebot.org
https://www.linkedin.com/company/enterprise-bot/
https://www.facebook.com/enterprisebot/

